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By Sarah Gerard

Two Dollar Radio, Canada, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 188 x 135 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The particular genius of Binary Star is that out of such grim material it
constructs beauty. It s like a novel-shaped poem about addiction, codependence and the
relentlessness of the everyday, a kind of elegy of emptiness. -- New York Times Book Review
Rhythmic, hallucinatory, yet vivid as crystal. Gerard has channeled her trials and tribulations into a
work of heightened reality, one that sings to the lonely gravity of the human body. -- NPR Sarah
Gerard s debut, Binary Star, radiates beauty. Gerard captures the beauty and scientific irony of
damaged relationships and ephemeral heavenly lights. Just as with the stars, it is collapse that
offers the most illumination. -- Los Angeles Times Sarah Gerard s star is rising. -- The Millions With
the grace of a poem and the attitude of a punk anthem, Binary Star is an unusual treasure. Sarah
Gerard is a young writer on the rise. She has a voice you have to hear to believe. -- Bustle Gerard
has produced a powerful, poetic, and widely relatable novel that eludes easy classification. --
Publishers Weekly, Starred...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Prof. Demetris Rau III-- Prof. Demetris Rau III

It is an remarkable ebook which i have possibly read. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely easy way which is
only after i finished reading through this pdf by which really altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Dr. Nikolas Mayer-- Dr. Nikolas Mayer
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